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Executive Summary
This document describes the communication platforms and channels of the STOP project.
The target group and focus area of STOP requires careful considerations in relation to the
communication and dissemination efforts of the project and project partners in order not to put
pregnant women exposed to IPV at any further risk. Therefore, the initial efforts are focused
around the project website to reach a wide audience and raise awareness of the activities the
project undertakes in relation to combatting intimate partner violence. During the project
lifetime, the communication and dissemination efforts will be adapted.
The visual identity of the project has been developed in order to both represent professionalism
and a softer feel related to the target group. This is reflected in the blue and coral red colours and
in the project logo showcasing a pregnant woman.
The STOP project website contains different pages in order to present both introductory
information about the project and the outputs that are developed during the project including
news items. The pages on the website are divided in:
-

Home/Landing page
About the project
Partners
Publications and Outcomes
News
Contact.

The communication activities will be updated on an ongoing basis and several means of
communication have already been considered. The project expects to utilise and will take into
account the social media channel Twitter, development of a project leaflet, and the development
of project merchandise.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the document
This document will provide an overall introduction and description of the communication
platforms in the STOP project and a detailed description of the STOP website.

1.2 Structure of the document
The document will follow this structure:
Introduction to STOP communication platforms
This section includes an overall introduction to the communication platforms and background
information.
Visual Identity
This section briefly presents the elements of the visual identity developed for the STOP project.
The visual identity will support the coherence and recognisability during the project lifetime and
will be an important element of the project “brand”.
Project website and website content
This section provides a more detailed description of the content on the STOP website and
presents each of the pages on the website.
Other communication platforms
This section presents other possible communication platforms to be implemented during the
course of the project.
Appendix - Screenshots introducing the look and feel of the website

1.3 Glossary
Abbreviation

Explanation

STOP
IPV
GA

STOP intimate partner violence in pregnancy
Intimate Partner Violence
Grant Agreement
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2. STOP Communication Platforms
In order to communicate and disseminate the activities carried out in the STOP project and the
results of these activities, the project partners have committed themselves to utilise
communication platforms. These platforms will play an important role in raising awareness of
the activities and results of the project. Communication and dissemination is of great importance
as we need to share the results in the community working in the field of IPV.
However, the focus area and target group of the STOP project require great attention to the
potential risks of promoting a project working in the field of intimate partner violence.
Therefore, the balance between raising awareness of the damaging consequences of IPV and
limiting the risk of violent partners of pregnant women becoming aware of the STOP initiative
must be considered carefully on an ongoing basis. Thus, the communication efforts and channels
must be adapted during the project.
As described in section 3.6 in the grant agreement, the nature of the project initially requires a
careful approach to communication and dissemination to avoid unnecessary risks for the target
group. The GA further describes that the public communication will be kept at a minimum in the
first phases of the project which is reflected in this document and therefore, communication
related to the intervention will be targeted healthcare and other relevant professionals.
Communication versus dissemination
In the use of communication platforms it is important to consider the difference between
communication and dissemination activities in relation to the project achievements.
In general, communication efforts aim to raise awareness and reach out to society as a whole and
in some cases to specific audiences and demonstrating how the project activities contribute to
tackling societal challenges.
Dissemination is the public disclosure of the results of the project making research results known
to various stakeholder groups (like research peers, industry and other commercial actors,
professional organisations, policy makers), to enable them to use the results in their own work.
The aim of the dissemination is to share the STOP intervention with relevant stakeholders to
support further implementation of the tools across Europe.
The STOP consortium will use both communication and dissemination efforts to reach different
target groups and stakeholders at different phases of the project lifetime.
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2.1 Visual Identity
As part of the communication efforts, a visual identity has been developed for the project. This
includes a project logo, a colour scheme, fonts, and visual elements including selected pictures.
The STOP logo is a combination of the project name with a visual element. The “O” in STOP has
been used to indicate the shape of a pregnant woman and provides a reference to the project
target group.
As part of the visual identity, specific colours have been selected. The colour scheme of STOP is
coral read and light navy blue. These two colours indicate the professional aspects of the work
carried out but also a softer vibe related to the theme of pregnancy. The purpose of having
selected colours is to create a recognisable identity for the project and ensure coherence.
The visual identity also includes two specific font styles; Proxima Nova and Playfair Display.
These two fonts have been selected to represent both a professional and soft expression. By
selecting specific fonts, we ensure a coherent visual recognition of the project across the
partners’ communication efforts.
A handful of signature pictures have been selected to be part of the visual identity. The pictures
will serve the same purpose as the font styles and create a coherent communication effort in the
project.

2.2 Project website
The project website will serve as a living window of the activities in the project and the progress
achieved by the project partners. The website will be updated throughout the project lifetime in
relation to any developments, news, and publications in the project and will support the
dissemination of publications and other relevant outputs of the project. The URL address for the
website is www.stop-ipv.eu
As set out in the grant agreement, the project communication should be carried out in three
languages. The main website has been developed in English and will contain the full content on
the website. A summary of the project objectives and activities has been developed in both
Spanish and Danish. The aim is to make sure that basic information and contact details for local
project partners are available in the local languages of the project partners implementing the
intervention.
The website has been developed to be used for both web, mobile, and tablet to ensure a user
friendly experience of the content across platforms.
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Accessibility
As the Region of Southern Denmark is the project coordinator and the developer of the STOP
website, the website must live up to a new Danish legislation related to Accessibility. According to
this legislation, a website developed by a public organisation must live up to certain guidelines to
allow high accessibility for all people including disabled people. For websites, this is mainly
targeted people with hearing or sight impairments. Therefore, the STOP website has been
thoroughly reviewed to live up to these requirements to ensure that a broad audience can access
the content.

Website Content
In general, the website will present information about the project and project activities. Some
information will primarily be static but updated if needed. A number of pages will be updated on
an ongoing basis with information and content during the project lifetime. This section will
describe each of the pages on the website, the content, and purpose.
In general, the top of the website will always show a horisontal navigation of the website pages.
At the bottom of the website, the logo of the European Commission and Grant Agreement
number will be shown.
Home
The home page or landing page will be the first thing a visitor to the STOP website will meet. The
home page includes a STOP signature picture and title of the project. The home page also
includes the three latest news items based on an integration to the “News” page. The news items
are presented in a carrousel format to provide a more lively impression. Furthermore, there is a
button linking to the publications and outcomes page. The logos of the project partners are also
displayed on the home page in order for this information to be easily accessible.
About the project
The page “About the project” presents the overall and common objectives and targets of the STOP
project.
Partners
The “Partner” page presents the three organisations participating in the project. For each
organisation, the team members are presented with a picture of each team member and a short
presentation explaining the background, expertise and role in the project. Contact details for
each team member is also available and the first person presented on the page is the main
contact person for the individual organisation. The purpose of this page is to show who is behind
the work carried out in the STOP project and showcase the expertise gathered in the project
across disciplines and borders.
Publications and Outcomes
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The page with publications and outcomes will contain public deliverables and other outputs from
the STOP project. The page is divided in deliverables, publications, other outcomes, and the
possibility to choose a full overview of all resources available on this page. All categories are
structured in a grid format. In addition, the deliverable category has been divided in different
themes following the content of the work packages in order to provide a simple overview and
ease the navigation for relevant information for the individual visitor.
News
The “News” page will present all news items related to the activities of the STOP project. News
items will be linked to developments and important activities and achievements in the project.
The latest news item will be presented first and the grid structure on the page allows visitors to
get an overview of the news in the project over time. The “News” page has an integration to the
front page.
Contact
The Contact page contains the contact details for the management team of the project. Visitors
who are interested in knowing more about the project will find the contact details for the project
coordinator, daily project manager, and administrative manager.
Danish/Spanish
The Danish and Spanish pages present a project summary and the specific contact persons for
the Danish or Spanish elements of the project. This allows for a more direct line of contact in
each of the local languages of the project partners.

2.3 Other Communication platforms
For the time being, the main communication platform for the STOP project will be the project
website. As described in the introduction in Section 2 of this report, the consortium is very aware
of the positive as well as the negative impacts of communicating about the project purpose and
activities. The target group of the STOP project is a vulnerable group and the decision to limit the
communication efforts to the website in the first phases of the project, supports this
responsibility. Therefore, general media will not be used as a channel for communication in the
first phases of the project.
Other communication platforms will be considered on an ongoing basis throughout the project
lifetime and if found relevant and impactful, new means of communication will be launched. The
next paragraphs will present a brief introduction to communication platforms and channels to be
considered:
Social media
Twitter has been considered as a social media to be used in the project communication but in the
current phase of the project, it is deemed less relevant and impactful. However, the website has
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prepared an integration to Twitter ensuring the possibility to set up a Twitter profile for the
project. Twitter is a quick and easy communication channel reaching a broad audience. It allows
for external stakeholders to follow and reach the project in an informal yet informative manner.
Project leaflet
A project leaflet could be a useful means of communication at a later stage in the project. The
leaflet could be targeted to local personnel working in the project or as a channel for broader
communication to stakeholders working in the field of IPV. The staff working with the
intervention as part of the project will be identified in a more targeted manner and they receive
dedicated training and will thus obtain information about the project through other channels.
Usually, project leaflets are also useful to hand out a relevant conferences and events but the
limited number of “physical” events in the light of COVID-19 is another argument to postpone the
development of a project leaflet.
Merchandise
Merchandise such as pens, post-its, tote bags etc. with the project logo provides a good
opportunity to reach stakeholders and present the project through an informal object. It is
considered more relevant to focus on producing merchandise towards the end of the project. The
aim will be to raise awareness in order to spread the results and experiences achieved in the
project in the closing phases.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Screenshots of STOP website
“Home” page
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“About” page

“Partners” page
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“Publications and Outcomes” page
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“News” page
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“Spanish” page

“Danish” page
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